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Abstract 
A subset A of a poset P is a q-anti&in if it can be obtained as the union of at most 
q antichains. A ranked poset P is said to be q-Sperner if the maximum number of elements of 
a q-antichain of P is the sum of the cardinalities of its q larger rank-sets. P is strongly Spernu if it 
is q-Sperner for all q. A necessary and sufficient condition for P being q-Sperner is given. in 
terms of the existence of a family of maxima1 chains with specified properties. Unified proofs of 
several conditions of the literature for a poset to be strongly Sperner are derived. 
Une partie A d’un ensemble ordonni: P est une q-antichaine si elle s’obtient commc 
union d’au plus q antichaines. Un ensemble ordonni: rang& P est dit q-Sperner si le cardinal 
maximum d’une q-antichaine de P est Cgal g la somme des cardinaux de ses q plus grands 
niveaux, et ,fortement de Sperner s’il est q-Sperner pour tout q. On donne une condition 
ntcessaire et suffisante pour que P soit q-Sperner, par I’existence d’une famille de chaines 
maximales vtrifiant certaines propriCt&s. On en tire des dCmonstrations unifikes pour un certain 
nombre de conditions de la litttrature assurant qu’un ensemble ordonni: est fortement de 
Sperner. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider a finite poset P, that is a finite set (of size n) endowed with 
a reflexive, symmetric and transitive binary relation, denoted by < Given two 
elements x and y of P, we say that y COW-S x if .Y 6 y, x # 4’ and, for any zs P. 
.Y < z d J implies x = z or 4’ = z. 
A subset C of P is a chain if it is totally ordered by d . Then, C has a maximum 
element and a minimum one, respectively, denoted as Max C and Min C. The chain 
C is coveriny if the covering relation in P is preserved in the subposet C. The chain C is 
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maximal if it is not properly included into another chain of P; in this case, the chain 
C is covering, the element Max C is maximal in P while Min C is minimal in P. The 
maximum size of a chain is denoted as K(P) (or simply K). 
A subset A of P is an antichain if no two elements of A are comparable, that is, given 
x, YEA, one has neither x d y nor y d x. The width a(P) (or simply E) of P is the 
maximum size of an antichain of P. A chain C and an antichain A cannot have more 
than one common element; so, if we want to partition (or to cover) P with chains, at 
least cr chains are needed. The celebrated Dilworth theorem [2] states that every poset 
P can be partitioned into a(P) chains; an easier result is that P can also be partitioned 
into K antichains. 
More generally, for 1 < q < IC, the set A is a q-antichain if it is the union of at most 
q antichains, or, equivalently, if 1 AnCl d q for any chain C. The Dilworth number c(~ is 
the maximum size of a q-antichain of P (especially, rl = cx and SI, = n). Then, given a 
partition 9 = { C1 , . . . ,C,)ofPintochains,onehasa,BJA13C,.,,,min(ICiI,q). 
A partition is said to be q-saturated if the equality x1 <, cm min (lCi(, q) = a4 is 
obtained. If g is a q-saturated partition into chains and A is a maximum size 
q-antichain, the chains of 9 with less than q elements are entirely contained in A, while 
the chains of 9 with q elements or more have exactly q elements in A. 
According to the Dilworth theorem, any finite poset has a l-saturated partition into 
chains. More generally, a celebrated result of Greene and Kleitman [S] states that, for 
q = 1, . . . , K - 1, there always exists a partition which is simultaneously q-saturated 
and (q + 1)-saturated. 
The main result of this paper, given in Section 2, is a characterization of maximum 
size q-antichains by the existence of a family of maximal chains satisfying some 
conditions. We use this result in Sections 3-5 in the case of ranked posets, where the 
union of the q larger rank-sets is a natural candidate for being a maximum size 
q-antichain; if it is the case, the poset P is said to be q-Sperner, and strongly Sperner if 
it is q-Sperner for all q. Although, the search of a maximum size q-antichain is 
a tractable problem in any poset of reasonable size [3], the obtention of such 
a q-antichain becomes immediate in a q-Sperner poset. We are also interested in 
applications of the domain of knowledge structures. For instance, in Pichon et al. 
[14], the fact that chain products are 1-Sperner posets is used for the efficient 
extraction of decision rules. Unified and simplified proofs of two already known 
classes of strongly Sperner posets (the unimodal ones and the LYM ones) are 
obtained in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. A characterization of maximum size q-antichains 
Let 9 = (C,, . . . , C,) be a nonempty family of maximal, possibly not all distinct, 
chains of P. For XEP, letf(x) = l{iE(l, . . . ,m}: x E Ci} 1 be the number of chains of 
F containing x. For any subset Q of P, set&,(Q) = min,,o f(x) andfmaX(Q) = maxxEQ 
f (4 
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Let q be an integer comprised between 1 and K, and A a q-antichain of P; the family 
.9 is said to be A-discriminunt if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(Dl) CXpA 0.x) = qm; 
(D2) .fmax(A) G.fmin(P - A). 
Since a chain cannot have more than q elements in A, the Condition (Dl) can be 
equivalently stated on the following way: for 1 d i < m, IAnCiI = q. The condition 
(D2) is equivalent to: there exists an integer constant c > 0 such that for any NE A. 
j’(x) < c and for x E P \A, f(x) 2 c (note that the inequalities are not strict). 
We are now able to state the main result. 
Theorem 2.1. The size of a q-antichuin A is maximum if and only if there exists un 
A-di.scrinzinantJamilg of chains. 
Proof. Assume that A is a q-antichain of maximum size. Let 9 = { C1, . . , C,} be 
a q-saturated partition of P into chains, written in a decreasing size order. We derive 
from 9 an A-discriminant family 9 of maximal chains in two steps. First, we delete 
from Y all the chains which have at most q - 1 elements; these chains are entirely 
contained in A. In the second step, the remaining chains C1 , . . , C, are replaced with 
maximal chains C;, . . . , CL such that Ci c Cl for i = 1, . . . , m. The obtained family 
.Y = (Cl, . , CL) satisfies Condition (Dl): for i = 1, , m, the equalities 1 C:n Al = 
) CinAl = q hold, since the chain Ci already has q elements in A. The family .P satisfies 
also Condition (D2): an element x of A belongs to at most one chain of 3 and, so. 
.f’(.x) d 1; an element x of P - A belongs to exactly one chain of 9’ and, so, to at least 
one chain of 9, which provesf,,,(A) G 1 <fmin(P - A). 
For the converse, let A be a q-antichain such that there exists an A-discriminant 
family 9 of maximal chains of P. Set c =fma,(A) <f&(P - A). For any q-antichain 
B, we compare the sizes of A and B in the following way: consider the subset 
P’ = ix E P:f(.x) > 0) of P and the q-antichains A’ = AnP’ and B’ = BnP' of P’; an 
element x of B\P’ satisfiesf(x) = 0 < c and, by Condition (D2), it is necessarily an 
element of A. Every chain Ci of F has at most q elements in B’ and, by Condition (Dl)., 
exactly q elements of A’; SO, x1 f, <-m ICinB’I < qm = Cl 41 <,,, ICinA’(. Se1 
K = CrF.4.,?H. .f(x); the following inequalities hold: C, Gism IC,nB’( = CILH 
f(x) = K + LB, 4’ f(x) 3 K + c(B’\A’I and, similarly, Clslfm (C,nA’I = C,F/I 
f(x) = K + ClfA.,,B. f(x) G K + clA’\B’l. Finally, IA’\B’I 2 IB’\,,A’I and. so, 
iA’\ 2 jB’(. Then IAl = iA’1 + IA\P’( 3 IB’( + IB\,P’( = Ill\. This means that A is 
a q-antichain of maximum size. 0 
Remark. If A is a maximum size q-antichain of P, then, there exists, for any integer 
I’ >, 1, a family 9c which is A-discriminant withf,,,(A) = c. For c = 1, such a family 
,P1 is derived from a q-saturated partition in the first part of the above proof; for 
another integer c, a family 9c is obtained by taking c copies of each chain of R, 
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3. Sperner properties 
We especially consider ranked posets in the sequel. A poset P is ranked if there exists 
a real rank function Y on P such that for all x, y E P, y covers x implies r(y) = Y(X) + 1. 
In fact, we choose in the sequel the normed rank function, the minimum value of which 
is zero, among all the possible ones. For any x E P, the integer r(x) is the rank of x and 
the maximum value of r(x), denoted by r(P), is the rank of the poset P (with the 
inequality K d r(P) + 1). 
Fork=O,... , r(P), the rank-set Wk = (x E P: r(x) = k} is the set of all the elements 
of P the rank of which is k. A maximal chain C intersects all the rank-sets W, such that 
r(Min C) d k d r(Max C). The Whitney number wk is the number of elements of W,. 
so, CO < k < r(P) wk = n, where M is the total number of elements of P. We set 
w = maxO i k G r(p) wk. The poset P is said to be unimodal if the series of the wk is 
unimodal, that is, there exists an integer j between 0 and r(P) with w0 ,< 
W1 d “’ d Wj_1 ~ Wj = W 3 Wj+l 3 ‘.. >, W,(P). 
We also use other notations, related to a reordering of the rank-sets accordingly to 
their size; the rank-sets reordered by decreasing Whitney numbers (and arbitrarily for 
rank-sets Of equal Size) are denoted as vr, . . . , vrcpj+ 1, with vk = 1 l/k[; so, v1 = co 3 
v2 2 ... 3 V,(P) + 1. For all XEP and kE{l, . . . ,r(P) + I}, we set S(X) = k if XE v,. 
Consider the subset A, = Ur Gksy vk = {X E P: s(x) d q}, the union of the q larger 
rank-sets of P. Since a rank-set is an antichain, one has o 6 sl, and more generally, 
c 1 $ k G 4 vk d clq. The poset P is said to be Sperner if 0 = cI, q-Sperner if x1 ,i k G 4 vk = aq 
and strongly Sperner if it is q-Sperner for all q = 1, . . , r(P). If K < r(P) + 1, then, there 
are elements of I/, + 1 which are not in A,, and one obtains x1 G k G X vk < n = a,; so, the 
equality K = r(P) + 1 always holds in a strongly Sperner poset. 
Examples. The poset A of Fig. 1 is not q-Sperner for q = 1, 2, 3: a(A) = 4 (with the 
antichain e$j) and w(A) = 3; a,(A) = 7 (with the 2-antichain bcdefij) and vi + v2 = 6; 
a,(A) = 10 (with the 3-antichain bcdefijklm) and vi + v2 + v3 = 9. The poset B is 
Sperner, with the partition {abeil,fi, cg, adhkl} into o(B) = 4 chains; it is not 2-Sperner: 
a2(B) = 8 (with the 2-antichain cdefghij) and vl + v2 = 7. The poset C is Sperner and 
2-Sperner (the partition {abd, cef} into chains is l-saturated and 2-saturated); it is not 
3-Sperner, since the whole poset C is a 3-antichain (K(C) = 3) and r(C) + 1 = 4. It will 
be shown in the sequel that the posets D, E and F are strongly Sperner. 
Theorem 2.1 immediately gives a characterization of q-Sperner posets, by the 
existence of an A,-discriminant family (we simply write q-discriminant instead of A,- 
discriminant in the sequel). It also has two corollaries. The first one gives a general, 
but not efficient, characterization of strongly Sperner posets. The second corollary 
[ 131 corresponds to the case q = 1. 
Corollary 3.1. A finite ranked poset P is strongly Sperner if and only if it satisJes the 
following condition (FC). 
(FC) foreveryq=l,..., IC, there exists a q-discriminant family of chains. 
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Corollary 3.2. A finite ranked poset P is Sperner if and only if it satisfies the following 
condition (MR). 
(MR) There exists a family F of maximal chains and a rank-set W such that,for 
any X E W, f(X) = fmin(P). 
Proof. A family F satisfying the above hypotheses is 1-discriminant withfmaX(Vl)) = 
fmin(P)); so, by Theorem 2.1, W is a maximum size 1-antichain, that is a maximum size 
antichain; we have just to set W = VI. Conversely, if P is Sperner, that is vI = UJ = x, 
there exists, by the Dilworth theorem, a partition of P into o chains which can be 
transformed into a 1-discriminant family of maximal chains. 0 
4. Unimodal and strongly Sperner posets 
The strongly Sperner posets have been previously characterized by Griggs [6] in 
the case of unimodality. Consider, for a ranked poset P, the following conditions 
(DC,), q = 1, . . . , K, and (DC) of disjoint chains: 
(DC,) There exist vq+ 1 disjoint chains of P intersecting all the rank-sets 
VI, . . ..vq+r. 
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(DC) For all q = 1, . . . , K, the poset P satisfies the condition (DC,). 
Note that the chains considered in these conditions are assumed neither to be 
maximal nor to cover the entire set P. In the following preliminary result, we recall the 
proof of Griggs. 
Proposition 4.1. A q-Sperner poset satisjies the condition (DC,). 
Proof. Let A, be a maximum size q-antichain, and 9 = { Ci , . . . , C,} a q-saturated 
partition of P into chains, written in a decreasing size order. Delete from 9 all the 
chains with less than q + 1 elements. Since the deleted chains are included into A,, the 
remaining ones Ci, . . . , C, intersect all the rank-sets Vi, . . . , V,, Ir while any element 
of v,+, belongs to one of them. So, m = vq+ 1. ??
This result, combined with Theorem 2.1 allows us to give a new and simpler proof 
for the characterization of unimodal strongly Sperner posets by property (DC): 
Theorem 4.2 (Griggs [6]). A unimodal ranked poset P is strongly Sperner ifand only if 
it satisjies the condition (DC). 
Proof. The necessity immediately follows from Proposition 4.1. For the sufficiency, 
assume that P is unimodal. It is then possible to order the rank-sets V,, . . . , I/*(p)+ 1 in 
such a way that, for all q = 2, . . . , r(P) - 1, the covering relation of P is preserved in 
the subposet A,. Let q be an integer, with 1 < q < r(P); for each k = q, . , . , K, let 9k be 
a family of vq + 1 disjoint chains intersecting the rank-sets Vi, . . . , V, + 1. A sequence of 
families $3; of disjoint chains is then constructed as follows: first, 9; = {CnA,: 
C E ~3~); then, the family 9 ; + 1 is derived from $9; and gk+ 1 as follows: each element 
x of V,, i belongs to one chain C, of gk+ 1, and this chain C, has one element in the 
rank-set V,; each element y of V, belongs to one chain Cl of 9;. Set Ci = Cku{x) if 
there exists some x E V,, 1 such that YE C,, and Cl: = Cl otherwise; note that if P is not 
unimodal, a set of the form Cl u(x) is not always a chain. Then, 9;+ 1 = {Cl’: y E V,>, 
with the properties: the chains of 9 b+ 1 are disjoint; each of them intersects the 
rank-sets V,, . . . , V,; each element of V, + 1, . , V’, 1 belongs to one of them. Finally, 
a family 53’ = 9Ltp)+ 1 is obtained. We just have to merge each chain of 9’ into 
a maximal chain of P to obtain a q-discriminant family. The construction is valid for 
all q and, so, P is strongly Sperner. cl 
A ranked poset P satisfies the nested chain condition [7] if it admits a partition 
Y into covering chains such that, for two chains C, C’ E 9, one of them, say, C, meets 
all the rank-sets met by the other: r(min C) < r(min C’) and r(max C) 3 r(max C’). 
Such a poset is necessarily unimodal, and the v4 + 1 largest chains of 9 intersect all the 
rank-sets Vi, . . , V,, 1. So, such a poset P satisfies Property (DC), and is strongly 
Sperner. A very known case, most often considered in the literature, is that of the 
so-called symmetric chain posets: in the above partition 9, any chain C is rank- 
symmetric, that is, r(min C) + r(max C) = r(P). 
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Examples. In the poset D of Fig. 1, the family of maximal chains (ace, Uf) is l- and 
2-discriminant, but not 3-discriminant: it does not satisfy Condition (Dl) for q = 3; 
the family (a&f‘) is 3- and 4-discriminant. In the poset E, the family of chains (be, <fh, 
a&i) constitutes a partition into nested chains. In the poset F, the family of chains 
(abdgjjl, cehk, ,fi) constitutes a partition into symmetric chains. 
In a 1994 paper, we provided a counterexample to a conjecture of Bjorner [ 11 on 
the existence of a symmetric chain partition for every Bruhat weak order on a finite 
Coxeter group. The counterexample consists of a Coxeter group with 120 elements, 
referred to as H3 in the literature. Although its Bruhat weak order is not symmetric 
chain partitionable, we use Grigg’s Condition (DC) in the same paper to show that 
H3 is a strongly Sperner poset. 
5. Chain uniform posets 
In this section, we begin a study of the case where all the maximal chains of the 
ranked poset P have the same number K = r(P) + 1 of elements. The poset P is then 
said to be chain uniform. This condition may be considered as a strong one but, in fact, 
it is satisfied by any ranked finite lattice (as the posets A, B and F of Fig. 1) and. more 
generally, by any ranked poset with maximum and minimum elements. Its first 
consequence is that, since any maximal chain meets all the rank-sets, every family of 
maximal chains of such a poset satisfies Condition (Dl) of Section 2. This observation 
leads to a simplified definition of q-discriminant families. 
Proposition 5.1. Zf P is a finite ranked and chain-ungorm poset, and p is u family of 
maximal chains of P, then, 9 is q-discriminant if and only if it satiLfies Condition (D2). 
Consider a covering F of a poset P by maximal chains, with I.9 ( = m. Such 
a covering is said to be regular if for all x E: P, f(x) = m/v,(,, (that is, all the elements of 
a rank-set belong to the same number of chains of cF). If such a covering exist, the 
chains of 9 meet all the rank-sets of P, and it is easy to see that P is chain-uniform. 
The poset F of Fig. 1 has a regular covering, with the maximal chains (abdgjl, ahdgjl, 
ahehjl, acehkl, acfikl, acjikl). 
Let us associate to every antichain A of P the numbers ak = 1 An W,l for k = 0. 
1, . . . , r(P). If A is a rank-set, the equality xoGk Cr,P) (a&~~) = 1 is satisfied. The 
condition (LYM) recalled below is due to Lube11 [Ill], Yamamoto [lS] and 
Meschalkin [12]. 
Kleitman [9] has shown the following two conditions to be equivalent: 
(RC) There exists a regular covering 9 of P by maximal chains. 
(LYM) The inequality Co $ k $ rtPj (a,&~~) < 1 holds for any antichain A of P. 
The posets satisfying these conditions (as the boolean lattice) have many properties: 
for instance, every antichain of maximum size is included in the union of the 
maximum size rank-sets [S]. Kleitman has shown a ranked poset P satisfying 
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Property (RC) to be strongly Sperner. This result is also obtained as a straightforward 
consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
Proposition 5.2. A rankedjnite poset P satisfying Condition (RC) is strongly Spewer. 
Proof. Consider the antichain A, and the family of maximal chains of P constituted 
by the regular covering 9 the existence of which is established by Condition (RC). For 
XE A,, one has s(x) d q andf(x) = m/v,(,, < m/v,. For XE P - A,, one has s(x) > q 
and f (x) = m/v scxl 3 m/v,. So, the family 9 is q-discriminant for all q = 1, . . . , K. 0 
6. Conclusions 
Theorem 2.1 has led to a unified presentation of several already recognized classes 
of strongly Sperner posets. In the last part, two questions arise: find a general 
characterization of the strongly Sperner ranked chain-uniform posets. What (strongly 
Sperner) ranked posets do admit a family p of maximal chains which is simulta- 
neously q-discriminant for all q? This class constitutes a proper extension of the LYM 
posets; for instance, it may be verified that it includes the permutohedron lattice S4, 
which is not LYM. 
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